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              The Twilight Walk to the Past 

The newest event presented at our historic state park, on February 22nd, was truly 

amazing.  Tickets were sold on line and the event was ‘sold out!’.  The entire extrava-

ganza (and that’s what it was) was the idea of our Park Service Specialist, Sandra 

Cashes.  This “Ghost Walk” was perfect for our historic park.  We are grateful to her 

for leading us in that direction.  Actually, Sandra did all the leading: she planned the 

1894 scenes, wrote the scripts, located reenactors and actors to play the characters. 

Sandra informed the CSO as to needed props and lanterns.  CSO Treasurer, Grace 

Neagle, supported Sandra throughout the production.  Sandra directed the rehearsals, 

prayed, lost sleep, stressed and accomplished a remarkable feat.                   

   THANK YOU SANDRA!                                                                                           

Of course, Sandra had help in creating that time periods appearance and even manner 

of speech.  Archie Mathews can speak that vernacular and was glad to help.  Our park 

staff, Tony, Stephanie and Jody worked diligently to bring this event to fruition.                

CONGRATULATIONS!      Everyone who participated      JOB WELL DONE!  

I’d love to be able to mention each individual by name but that’s not possible in this 

allotted space. Actors, tour leaders and sweepers, each and every participant is greatly 

appreciated.  I am compelled to recognize just these few: Tom Fasulo, our resident 

historian; Steven and Joy Cotton and boys, the settlers; the Ambrose family in the 

farmhouse; Val Leitner and Stephanie Bartsch with the fabulous gals of the kitchen;  

Bennett Lloyd and Tony Ryan, horse trading, Archie Mathews, the store keeper.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 A bonfire  

while we 

waited our 

tour turn.                        

&   cookies 

with coffee  

or hot cocoa 

at the end.      

PERFECT! 

 

 

 

 

   

                                                                               OUR MISSION STATEMENT                                                                          

 OUR MISSION IS TO ENHANSE THE VISITORS EXPERIENCE TROUGH SUPPORTING PRESERVATION       

AND THROUGH EDUCATION AT DUDLEY FARM HISTORIC STATE PARK, A ONE OF A KIND LATE 1880’s FARM. 
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                                         THE FRIENDS OF DUDLEY FARM CITIZENS SUPPORT ORG.                                                      

                     MEMBERSHIP CATEGORIES  

     Student       -    yearly    -    $10.                             Corporate                    -   yearly    -   $200.                    

                   Individual    -    yearly    -    $20.                             Organization / Club    -   yearly    -     $80.                       

                  Family   (same address)   yearly   -   $30.                                                                

                               Life individual    -    $350.               Life Couple    -    $550. 

           Kindly renew your membership if you haven’t already done so.              Thank you!                    

                                      Yearly membership runs from January 1st. through December 31st.                 

             We  appreciate  your  support! 

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~                                
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                              Florida State Parks have (again) been designated as America’s best parks.                                              

The National Recreation and Park Association and the National Association of State Park Directors, in September, awarded 
Florida the Gold Medal designation as having America’s best parks.   

This award recognizes Florida’s investment in protecting natural and cultural resources.  Last year our 1,700 staff and 20,000 
volunteers made sure 30 million visitors had safe, enjoyable experiences in well-maintained parks.      Volunteers contributed 
more than one million hours of service.      Friends’ groups spent almost $4.5 million to support and improve parks.   

       As Eric Draper, Director, Florida Department of Environmental Protection Division of Recreation and Parks/Florida Park      
Service  said, “People make the parks”.  Thank you for all you’ve done over the past year and more. Volunteers are the heart 
of state parks.   I hope you will continue your service.                   These are excerpts taken from a letter Eric Draper sent to volunteers. ~ G   

                           One of our many Dedicated Volunteers  ~  Tom Fasulo                                       

               Tom has been to the park nine times since early January spraying invasive weeds                         

                                                  (mostly coral ardisia, camphor trees and English ivy).                                                       

Coral ardisia is greatly  suspected of causing the death of cattle, Tom has been spraying some pasture areas that Tony hasn't been 

able to use for the cattle due to its presence.  UF/IFAS publications state it is potentially poisonous to livestock, pets and people. 

       The Friends of Dudley Farm purchased of a 4-gallon backpack sprayer which makes these outings much more efficient.                

He uses control materials supplied by the park system,  Triclopyr,  a fairly safe material, but slow acting as it affects the plant’s   

metabolism, causing the plant to starve to death.  The areas sprayed are well documented.                                                            

  Though potentially poisonous, Tom said “Yet, I've lost count of the number of times I've seen people growing it in their yards.”  

                                                                                                   Come Join us! 

                     Dudley Farm’s Domestic Skills Group meets on Wednesday mornings from roughly 9:30 to noon.                    

We are currently working on ‘Grandmother’s Fan quilt’ for the next Cane Day drawing.  Donations collected from the drawing 

help keep the history of beautiful Dudley Farm alive.   If you are available on Wednesday mornings, come join us!                         

If quilting is not your thing, bring the projects that you are working on, such as weaving, knitting, crocheting, sewing or any type 

of craft or needlework, and join the chit chat in the Visitor’s Center on Wednesday mornings.                                                                            

~ Cindy Frost                                                                                                            

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

         *Attention*     It’s membership renewal time!      Please r espond to the r enewal letter  you received, ASAP.                

The Friends of Dudley Farm is our parks Citizens Support Organization.  Your membership dues enable us to support the needs          

of, and enhance, this unique historic park.  Our CSO is praised for its exceptional and willing support. ~ We care about DFHSP! 

                                                           POSITIVISM 

           Positive thinking with Positive effort ~ amazing things will happen! 

       Visit us at www.FriendsofDudleyFarm.org                                                                     Like us on Facebook 
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                                                                         Upcoming Events 

          These interesting, educational family friendly events are offered free to the public                             
               with admission to the park.  Admission is $5. per vehicle with up to eight occupants. 

Plowing Up the Past   March 7th ~ 10am to 3pm.                                                                              
See how fields were plowed for the spring plantings using different types of field plows and antique 
tractors. These tractors are a display of farming equipment and a way of life circa 1930’s and 1940’s, a 
reflection of rural American history. Observe, as the participants work the land plowing and disking.                             
                                                                                                                                                  
Also, the Southern Syrup makers Association will be joining us for a Tasting Contest which anyone 
can join. Let's see who has the best syrup.   There will be classic BB-Q by Eddie Q at his food truck.      

                                                                                                                                                                                                             
Kids Day - Old Fashioned Picnic.  March 14th.  10am to 2pm.                                                                                                      
We will be having a picnic with old fashioned children's games.  Join us at the farm on the second Saturday of each month for  our 
Dudley Kids Day.  Children and adults alike, ages 5 to 65, can join in the fun!  There are hands on demonstrations, crafts, old fash-
ioned games and even some education. Learn about history and a farming way of life.   

Historic Farmstead Tour.  March 28th.  10am.                                                                                                                                                        
Discover an authentic working farm owned by the Dudley family from post Civil War to mid-1940s.  Follow a park staff or docent 
in period clothing as they talk about the homestead consisting of eighteen restored original buildings, farm animals, gardens and 
local history.  

Partake of the Past.  April 11th.   9am to 3pm.                                                                                                                                                     
Travel back in time and discover an 1885 working farm. Girl Scouts   and docents demonstrate      
various tasks, skills, and games of the era.   This is what might have happened on an 1880’s farm    
during the day.   Chores, and games; a part of life.                                                                      
Enjoy the day, bring lunch, have an old fashioned picnic on the farm                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                                                         
Earth Day & Heritage Nursery Plant Sale.  April 18th.  9am to 2:30pm.                                                                                                                                

We will have tables on various topics such as:  Pollinators, why we need them, 
Invasive Exotic Animals,  Building a Bee House and more.                                                                                                                                                                                                     

Our annual Heritage Nursery plant sale features heritage plants which have 
been grown for decades in the Dudley flower gardens, and many species of  
native plants.   All reasonably priced. 

 

Historic Farmstead Tour.   April 25th.  10:00   

Discover an authentic working farm owned by the Dudley family                                                             
from post Civil War to mid-1940s.   

Follow a park staff or docent in period clothing as they talk about                                                  
the homestead consisting of eighteen restored buildings, farm                                                                              
animals,  gardens and local history.    

        

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~                            

 
 

                          OUR VISION STATEMENT                                                          
  Dudley Farm Historic State Park preserved for the appreciation of future generations. 

                                                                  Thank you!    ~    We are grateful to: 

 Gena & Bob Phillips for their many years of volunteer service.  Still volunteering and preparing and mailing the Journal.      

 Norm Tankersley for his years of service as CEO of the Commissary.  (Volunteer at the Commissary if you have spare time) 

 Pat Hughes for the donation of a period correct wash basin and pitcher for display at the farmhouse.  

 Kathleen Martin for the donation of three period correct outfits and a (funky) straw hat with built-in hair. 

 Dal McDilda for the donation of many vintage linen and crotchet items. 

 Our Domestic Skills ladies who create beautiful hand made items to be sold at the Commissary.                                    

           ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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                                                                The Dudley Family Corn Story            by Melissa DeSa 

So with the last of the seed in hand (about 9,000 little seeds to be exact) spread out, isolated, and greatly imperiled- Karen, Melissa 

and Sally gathered to pool the remaining seed and come up with a On May 6, 2019 about 3,600 little corn seeds were planted in 

greenhouse trays. Normally corn is direct seeded in the field, but this corn was special and needed some extra protection- plenty can 

go horribly wrong for a little seed in the open field. Some of the seeds were dated back to 1997 and with the possibility of low ger-

mination, we’d have open gaps and wasted space in the field if we took the chance. They needed a loving and hopeful touch to wake 

them up after such a long rest.  

This is the Dudley Family Corn story.  

It is presumed that among the precious seeds and plants the Dudley family brought with them 

when they moved to Newberry, Florida from South Carolina in 1859, were those of this white 

field corn, a very hearty variety that thrived in the Southeast’s hot and humid environment. It 

was usually planted in June when the spring rains came, according to the old timers.  

Myrtle Dudley, the last remaining granddaughter inhabiting the original but dilapidated family farm, in 1983 had gifted the farm to 

the Florida State Park Service upon her death, with the stipulation that the farm be operated as an example of a working farm during 

the historic time period of post Civil War. While the corn was still being grown at the farm, Myrtle had allowed Hubert Davis, a 

friend and neighbor to come to the corn crib where she said “You can take what you want but don’t ask for it again”. Meaning: grow 

it out yourself and be sure to save the best ears for next year’s seed. 

This corn was a treasure, adapted over time by the desires of the family, and shaped by the demands of the land and climate. Plants 

are incredible that way, changing and responding to their environment alongside their keepers, year after year. But the Dudley Fami-

ly Corn is endangered. It’s a tragedy, after so many years of careful tending and adaptation, to lose something this valuable. So we 

had great hope that these little seeds planted on May 6, would thrive and produce more seed this year.  

Five years ago, is when we learned about its plight.  

Our farmer friend Angie Minno told us about this imperiled corn she was growing, and gifted us 

some seed. We grew a few hundred plants in Rochelle in 2015, and gave some of that seed to 

Bricky Way at Morningside Nature Center, for their historic garden. Then we learned that our 

friend Karen Sherwood was still growing it, and she had actually lived and worked at the Dudley 

Family Farm back in the day! She then told us about Sally Morrison and Hubert Davis, other 

recent human hands involved in stewarding this corn over time, who also had deep connections 

to the Dudley land and the crops grown there. 

Prized for its hardiness, flavor, and adaptability to the land, it remained in their care after the 

farm was turned over to the state park system when unfortunately the seed was lost in a freezer malfunction, and subsequently not 

tended for quite some time. Corn may be easy to grow, but saving it’s seed takes a bit more work and dedication.  

So with the last of the seed in hand (about 9,000 little seeds to be exact) spread out, isolated, and greatly imperiled- Karen, Melissa 

and Sally gathered to pool the remaining seed and come up with a strategy.  It felt like a total hail Mary as we nervously counted out 

the last remaining seeds and divided them up.  

Weeks later, several caring hands pitched in to plant about 3,600 little seedlings into sandy Florida soil at The Family Organic Gar-

den in Gainesville, right before a major heat wave and drought struck our area for weeks. To say we lost a few nights of sleep would 

be an understatement. Fortunately they made it through mostly in good health, confidently waving their long and lustrous leaves in 

the wind, sending out healthy tassels and receptive silks through the season. This corn knows this place. But things have changed.  

The weather is hotter earlier and longer, and much more erratic. Traditional planting times that allowed for natural irrigation, and a 

dry down time for the ears when humidity is typically lower, are now practices we grapple with. It was so hot (over 100F for days) 

when the pollen was blowing around, that some may have been damaged resulting in much lower pollination rates, and thus fewer 

ears. It got some rust later on, a pretty common corn disease, that some modern cultivars have resistance to. Early planting is a strat-

egy to avoid it, but then you also run the risk of cross-contamination with any nearby growing sweet corn which is typically planted 

earlier as well.  

We encountered a few ears with smut. This contagious corn disease can really affect the harvest, but it’s also a high end delicacy! If 

you can get past the weird look of it and repeat to yourself,  “It's a corn truffle, it’s a corn truffle”, you will be delightfully surprised 

at its unique flavor. Think mushroom meets corn meets aged cheese. So while we were excited to be able to eat corn truffles (also 

called huitlacoche), we panicked a bit when we saw it. Fortunately it did not spread too far. We pulled them all off and ate them!  

The farmers all said we should have planted earlier. March, they said! March?!?                                                                                                    

                                                                                    continued                               
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But this corn has always been planted around the 4th of June. March!? Early planting will reduce disease incidence and possibly 

ensure a better harvest, by having it tassel before it’s too hot. But it also means the corn will need to be irrigated, may cross with 

neighboring sweet corn, and may have trouble drying down when it matures at the end of summer.  

But as we gathered together to shuck and sort the ears we managed to harvest after all the challenges of the season, we hopefully 

strategized the next 5 seasons- the time we think it will take to get this corn back in good shape. Out of 3,600 seedlings, we selected 

only several hundred decent ears for next year's planting. Some died early on, some were pulled before tasseling because they were 

not strong, some were not pollinated, and many were just not prime examples of what we know the corn to be. We’ll eat the rejects, 

because you know what they say, "save the best and eat the rest!"                                                                                                   

We’re looking forward to the next 5 seasons and beyond, and hope that one day 

Dudley Family grits and cornmeal are on the local market, and anyone that wants 

to grow it themselves will have plenty of seed.  

Thank you Karen Sherwood, Sally Morrison, Ashely Rella, Sarah Sterling, Jesse 

Wilson,  Mary Santello,  Debbie Prizzia,  John Beville,  Richard Pushaw,  Angie 

Minno, Brickman Way, Franklin Percival, Isabella Guttoso and of course Jordan 

Brown for entertaining the idea at all of "Melissa's Little Corn Project" on his land. 

If anyone has more stories about 

this corn, or is interested in help-

ing us with this project, please 

contact Melissa!  

Melissa DeSa  ~ Working Food                                                                                                                                                                                

melissa@workingfood.org 

 

 

         The corn crib at Dudley Farm 

       ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Melissa setting out plants at The Family Organic Garden. Populations were identified for tracking later on, i.e. Karen’s seed, 

Sally’s 1997 seed, and more recent ones.    The ultimate goal was to mix them all up for genetic diversity and integrity.                                                     

Photo credit: Isabella Guttoso. 
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A new feature:                                                         “A Vintage Item Mystery”   

      I sincerely hope that you enjoy participating in helping to solve a mystery, presented each issue by the Collections Group.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Vada Horner, Christopher Smith and Pat Fitzgerald work diligently documenting, categorizing, organizing and storing the         

many Dudley family possessions.   The Collections Building is a secure climate controlled environment to protect these items.                                                                                                                                

Ms. Myrtle, the youngest of the Dudley children bequeathed the farm and the family artifacts to the people of Florida, through     

the Florida Park Service.  Her wishes were to preserve the story of her family by educating future generations of their history.                                                                                                                             

                                       ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~                                                         

  

                             If you know what the pictured item is and what it was used for—contact me at                                                                           

         journal.dudleyfarm@yahoo.com    or      352-256-3308                                                                  

There’s no prize other than knowing that you have the knowledge many are lacking.  Thank you for helping to ID it.     

                          OUR VISION STATEMENT                                                          
  Dudley Farm Historic State Park preserved for the appreciation of future generations. 

                     This issues contributing photographers: Irma Riley, Megan Greenfield, Pat Svorinich, Gloria Hughes 
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                  A Note from the President 

I wanted to update you on our proposed Education building.  We will gladly receive funds toward the new building.  We are 
waiting for approval from the state.  There are so many things that they must check that it will be a grand surprise when we get 
approval.  I am being positive—we will get approval. 

I want to give a big shout out to Sandra Cashes.  She did an amazing job putting together our Twilight Walk.  I told her she has 
created a monster.   We were totally sold out this year.   So next year, we must add tours—which we are asking a lot of our 
actors already—or add additional days.  Whatever, she decides to do, it was an outstanding event.                                           
All the feedback we received from the folks that took the tour said that they enjoyed it very much. 

I personally want to thank Sandra again and all the volunteers and reenactors that came out and participated.  It wasn’t just one 
night.  Scripts had to be written, actors found, guides and sweepers, commissary keepers, etc. It took her months to put togeth-
er and she did it along with her regular duties. Then there were several nights of rehearsal, figuring out where to place lanterns, 
etc.  We had hoped the weather would have cooperated, but it was cold.  Hot chocolate, coffee and cookies were provided for 
the patrons.  As Cyd Wade said, “the attendees came up and said their name and what time their tour was, just like they were 
attending the theater.”  We did have some walk-ins and we were able to add them to tours so we didn’t have to send them 
away.  I look forward to planning for next year.  There is always room for more helpers if you are interested, let Sandra know. 

Thanks you all, 

Emelie L. Matthews,  CSO President 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

  

                                       Here are more pictures of The Twilight Walk to the Past 

 

         Girls in the window       Music on the back porch                            Before the event. 

                     The Dudley Farm Heritage Plant Nursery’s “Soil Sisters” Say                

Studies have documented better moods and lower levels of the stress hormone cortisol in people who garden.      

                                           A Farewell message from Jody Venn  

I would like to take this opportunity to say goodbye for now, to Dudley Farm.   At least as a 

paid employee.  This is my second time leaving the farm and the sadder of the two departures.   

I have enjoyed working with you all.  I especially enjoyed working with Tony and listening to 

his stories.  I suspect now that some of those were true.  Tony is the first to say, “never let the 

facts get in the way of a good story.”  Amen, brother! 

Sandra and Stephanie thanks for putting up with my erratic behavior the past couple of years.  

Sometimes I get “historic” and “funny” farm confused.  You did a good job of running which-

ever one Dudley is. 

To the volunteers.  Too many to name but special none-the-less.  Thanks for your help and 

making me feel welcome at the farm.   I’ll see you all soon.    

                                                         **********************                                                                                            

 Thank you Jody for your service to our very special park.  You will be missed!                                                                        

We wish you a wonderful future, a long,  prosperous and healthy life filled with happy times creating great memories.   
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                                                Notes from the Friends of Dudley Farm Board Meeting                                                              

                                                                                       February 24, 2020                                                            by Gloria Hughes 

Emelie Mathews, CSO President, opened the meeting.                                                                                                                                     
Minutes of previous meeting were approved.                                                                                                                                     
Brooke Doran, Assistant Park Manager, represented Florida Park Service as Gabby Paxton, Park Manager, had a previous 
commitment.  He reported that there was no news for us from Tallahassee.                                                                                       
Art Wade, Past President,  asked if state was cutting the State Parks budget.   Emelie told of an e-mail from State asking indi-
viduals to donate as support.  Brooke told of a CSO that was not as compliant-generous to the needs of their park, therefore 
State had to encouraged it to correct their shortcomings.  Our CSO has been praised for its support of DFHSP as well as helpful 
to other parks.  We are active and up-front with an entire litany of accomplishments attributed to our support.                                
The Florida Parks Service, District 2, flier “Celebrating Friends Contributions’ features us!  On the front page is the great pic-
ture taken of us, on the farmhouse back porch, at the Clay Electric Foundation’s presentation of the (huge) grant check.     
The grant was warded for school bus transportation of our county’s elementary school children to the park for field trips.                                                               
Brooke reported that all four parks:  O’Leno, Dudley Farm HSP, River Rise and Gilchrist Blue are how integrated.                  
Gabby Paxton is Park Manager, Brooke is his assistant for these parks.                                                                                              
Sandra joined the meeting.  Flowers were presented to her with a round of applause in acknowledgement of the wonderful 
work she did in producing the Twilight Walk to the Past event.                                                                                                          
Discussion ensued about the event.  Cydney Wade said the “everyone loved it!”  She went on to say that she had never seen 
Sandra so demonstrative about anything before, she did an outstanding job.  Norm Tankersley was a Commissary Keeper that 
evening.  “Lots of people came by, there were no negative comments.  Just a few constructive criticisms about lighting and 
characters needing to project”.                                                                                                                                                                   
Emelie ~  It was suggested we have a similar event in the autumn, around Halloween, but not spooky.  This is something to 
consider!  Many expressed the desire to repeat this event each year and run it for two nights.  Interesting!                             
Sandra said that she would not do this again unless she had an understudy for each character.     A character in the program 
unable to participate, without advanced notice, is much too stressful.    She is, now, experienced in ‘putting on’ such a produc-
tion and:                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
Grace Neagle, Treasurer, reported that we now have what is needed to have another Ghost Walk. This, our first such event, 
was costly.  Lanterns, oil, batteries, cookies, hot chocolate and coffee, $450. for the website, all money well spent!               
Future Ghost Walks will be profitable.    $6 for adults, $3 children, brought in $860.                                                                         
Art Wade referred to it as a Capital Investment.   Attendees filled out contact info cards.  Those who joined our CSO were 
given a rose plant.                                                                                                                                                                                         
Point of interest ~ Bennett Lloyd, who played the horse trader in the event discovered that his great-great grandfather, 
James Mason, was actually a horse trader out of Tamoka, Florida.     Fascinating!                                                                         
Finance Committee – a member is needed to complete this committee along with Emelie, Grace and Gayle.  Paula Russo is on 
the Florida Parks Foundation and already extremely busy.  Art Wade offered to be interim person, independent, not a signato-
ry.  It was suggested to approach Terry Byatt, volunteer and Commissary Keeper.  The committee will meet twice.  Once to 
complete the audit and then meet with our financial advisor to review our investments.                                                              
Paula Russo, told us that Tom Seager is a Cooper who makes old fashion wooden buckets.  We now have none of these his-
torically correct buckets at the park.  Sandra will choose which style is best.  The cost will be covered by the surplus monies  
from the Clay Electric grant for school bus trips to DFHSP.  This money is earmarked for interpretive material and toys for the 
education of children.   Grace Neagle, Treasurer:  “this is not a ‘line item’ in our budget”.   Norm Tankersley made a motion to 
spend up to $400. to purchase these buckets.  The motion was seconded by Art Wade, a vote taken and the motion passed.   
Cydney Wade, Membership.  135 renewal letters were sent to members, responses are coming in.  A few delinquent mem-
bers from 2015 and ’17 have renewed.  Some have returned as undeliverable.  It’s all good!                                                      
Norm Tankersley, Commissary CEO, reported that Jim Deckle will not be available as Commissary Keeper on Saturday, both 
shifts need to be covered.  Volunteers are needed for Sundays and Fridays 1 to 4.                                                                          
Norm has arranged to buy toys from a vendor in Micanopy who originally spoke with Commissary Keeper, Lorraine McDowell.                                                                   
15 each of Jacob’s ladder and Cup & ball. There will be a 15% profit at the ‘ol store’.                                                                        
Corn is needed!  Bill Dunk was to pick up for us.  We’re low on corn meal and have no grits.                                                      
Norm needs corn cobs, looking for a supplier; they are used to make one of the historic toys.  He has two suppliers for jams & 
jellies and three suppliers of honey.  The Domestic Skills Group’s hand made items sell very well, we need more.  He is in the 
process of ‘cleaning house’, going through and rearranging.                                                                                                                
Emelie and Archie Mathews will do the taxes for our Friends of Dudley Farm, CSO.                                                                   
Website – Aplos has already been paid through 2020.  A change is forthcoming.                                                                                    
                          

            This was a busy meeting, as usual.  Consider joining us as we conduct the business                                                       
               of The Friends of Dudley Farm.  As a member, you are highly invited to attend. 
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We hope that you will support these generous advertisers who sponsor 

                        the printing and distribution of this Journal. 

To become an advertiser, supporting our Journal at  $25. per issue,  please contact Gloria Hughes — yousguys58@gmail.com 

 Friends of Dudley Farm               

18739 NW Newberry Rd.          

Newberry, Florida 32669 
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